Distant Signs: Do not indicate we shall soon die,
but if persist death could be imminent

Distant

Bodily Distant Signs
Mental Distant Signs

Distant Bodily Signs
Continuous hiccup when passing urine or excrement
No longer hear buzzing sound of our inner ear
Apply pressure agst our fingernails and blood does not return quickly on release
During sexual intercourse, constantly hiccup

Dream Distant Signs

For no reason, we cannot taste or smell things
Our exhaled breath is cold

The Signs of Death

Our tongue shrinks and feels rolled or swollen
Close

Explain under Minds of
Death

Poke our tongue out, no longer see its tip
In the dark, when we press the top of our eyeball with our finger so that the eyeball protrudes a little, we can no
longer see colourful shapes and patterns
We hallucinate a sun at night

The Causes of Death
z

Ending of Karmically Determined Life Span
Exhausting Merit
Loss of Power of the Life Force

Understand the way we
die

The Conditions of Death

Conditions of Death are countless (die of illness,
disasters, killed by enemies or starvation)
Anything can become a condition of our Death

When we sit in the sun in the morning, we can no longer see in our shadow streams of energy flowing from the crown
of our heads
Saliva no longer forms in the mouth
End of nose becomes pinched
Black marks appear on our teeth
Our eyeballs sink further into the hollow of our eyes
Distant Mental Signs Of Death
Change in our usual temperament (become more aggressive)
No reason we dislike the place where we live, our friends and objects of attachment
Feel sad for no reason
Our wisdom and intelligence become less clear and powerful
Distant Dream Signs Of Death
Repeated dreams that we are:Falling from a high mountain
We are naked
Travelling South on our own across a desert

To establish
the PATH that
leads to
LIBERATION

The Minds of Death

Understanding
the process of
Death and
Rebirth

The Sign That Dying Has
Ended

6) Subtle signs of death:
Mind perceiving a white appearance; red-orange appearance, black appearance and then "clear light of death"
(This is whether the most subtle mind resides within the indestructible drop at heart has manifest. The indestructible drop opens releasing the consciousness and process
of dying ended)
This is the intermediate state between death and the next rebirth (Bardo state).
Although Bardo has keen sense power, cannot communicate with friends and relatives of its last life.
With virtuous life, Bardi due peacefully and gently free from disturbing hallucinations. Non virtuous life, Bardo experience terrifying hallucinations at times of death.

The Way We Enter The
Intermediate State

Cuses and Conditions of
taking rebirth

The Way We Take
Rebirth

1) Dying minds are of two types: Gross and Subtle.
2) Gross minds of death can be virtuous, non-virtuous or neutral
3) When we die, if our Gross mind is non-virtuous, it will cause the bad potentialities we carry in our mind to ripen as non-virtuous mental action, and lead us to lower rebirth
4) Gross minds of death have ceased and mind become subtle mind of death, there are no gross feelings or discriminations
5) Closed signs of death:
Earth element of body dissolves; Water element dissolves; Fire element dissolves and Wind element dissolves
(The mind perceiving "candle-flame-like" apperance is the last of Gross minds of death)

How we take rebirth

1) Main causes of taking rebirth - our accumulated throwing karma
2) Secondary causes - Karma of our parents to have us as their child (Distant condition) & parent mating (Close condition)

1) Bardo to take human rebirth, circles closer to place of birth and bed / room of new parent's home
2) Seeing parents copulating, develops strong desire to join in
3) Bardo experiences all signs of death rapidly, when clear light of death ceases, its consciousness enters the union of the sperm and ovum inside mother's womb
4) The first moment after conception, only black appears to the mind of new human being, and all remaining signs of dying are experienced in reverse order as
consciousness become more and more gross (see Minds of Death above). 9 months and 10 days, baby is born.

As explained, uncontrolled rebirth has the nature of suffering and is the basis from which all the sufferings of the three realms arise.
Nature of rebirth
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